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Sherr y Disappo inted With Hal l
President 's Showing For ROTC
By Tracey Hardman

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
"Alotof theoppositiontoROTC
wasbased on misconceptions,"said
Katie Kaliff '91, Colby Military
Affairs Club (CMAC) secretary.
"But those opposed didn't attend
the session to find out the facts."
About 45 students, but only a
few Hall Presidents and faculty,
attended the Reserve Officer Training Corps Informational Session
held last Thursday in Lovejoy 100.
'i wasvery disappointed to see
that there were very few members
of Stu-A and Hall presidents there,
because they were the ones who
requested it (the informational
sesion)/ said Dave Jorgenson. '92,
president of CMAC

Two representative ROTC officers from the University of Maine
spoke on the role and purpose of
ROTC programs. The representatives were Captain Fofi and Captain Hawkins of the UM Army and
Air Force EOTC programs,respectively.
,
"It wasn't as good of a showing
as we would have liked and I will
be speaking about that at the next
President's Council meeting," said
Stu-A President Tom Sherry.
Jorgenson "was especialy disappointed to see that most of those
people who oppose ROTC, i.e.
Roger Bowen and Ira Sadoff weren't there."
"I really don't understand how
they can attack something that they
know very little about. They're
obviously speaking from igno-

rance/ he said.
The current proposal being discussed by CMAC is "that ROTC
classes be taught on campus (by
faculty at UM) and that Colby credit
be given for them," according to
Jorgenson. Currently, all students
involved in ROTCprograms do not
receive Colby credit and must provide their own transportation.
Jorgenson said that if Colby will
not allow its classrooms to be used,
they should at least "subsidize the
students for the transportation, or
offer a van or something."
"By having our classrooms
used,"Sherry said. "It ceases to be
independent work on the student's
part,it becomes a college santioned
action and that changes the.whole
dynamic."Q

Copier Scamming
would not be necessaiy. AccordingtoPurchasingSupervisorHolly
STAFF WHITER
Hart, a purchasing order is required for any purchase made for
Salespeople misrepresenting Colby.
When thesalesmancalled back
themselves as employees of Transco, Colby's copier supply com- two days later and could not get a
pany, have called several offices holdof Stearns,he verbally abused
on campus requesting to ship the Colby employee who was on
copier supplies and charging the phone. Stearns said the man
prices up to eight times the Colby/ was "swearing at the other emTransco price, according to For ployee vulgarly." Later, Stearns
Your Information, the Colby em- referred the offender to Administrative Services and the man fiployee newsletter.
"The most recent and abusive nally hung up the phone and has
call was made early last week to not yet tried to call again.
Hart explained that the college
Patsy Stearns in the Registrar's
receives calls asking for
frequently
Office. According to Stearns, a
salesman claiming to be from the name of Colby's supply comTransco called and said he would pany and its prices. Hart said that
be sending a case of toner to her when the caller is questioned very
office. Hewarned her that the price specifically by theColby employee
would be high, due to a rate in- as to reasons for calling, the caller
ScizmContinued On Page 13
crease, and a purchase order

By Deb Fuller

Watson Selection Dealin g In Dog Dollars
Underway
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Among other things,Colby students want food when the lights
come on and the band stops playing at a party. Beginning last weekend the need j s being fulfilled by
two students who are selling
hotdogs for $1 outside some allcampus parties.
. "It's a fact that drunk people are
hungry and want to eat,"according
to junior Michael Doubleday, one
of the entrepreneurs. "We've just
realized a need and fulfilled it."
Doubleday and sophomore
Gregg Jackson started the Buck-aDog business in hopes of satisfying
a public need while also making
some money to help pay for tuition.
P *010 bV Boh ^n
With the positive student-re- MikeDoubleday and Greg Jackson dealing in dogs.
sponse last weekend, they are con- neither are hesitant about cutting ice.
Since "buck-a-dog " wen t
back on partying. The experience
of dealing with legal forms, taxes, through the Young Entreprenuers,
and most of all, hungry drunk neither of them expect any com pepeople is worth giving up some tition becauseinterferingwithother
student-run businesses is not alweekend nights.
Last weekend they were called lowed,according to Doubleday.
This hot dog duo plans to connameswhen refusing to givepeople
free hot dogs, but "it's our money tinue the business until they graduthat we've invested...wecan't track ate,as as long as they're profitable.
down people to^-pay us back/ according to Jackson. "You just gotta
smile/ he said.
fident that the businness is off to a
Doubleday said that the idea
flourishing start with room for ex- originated from the success he saw
pansion -chili dogs and pretzelsarc of similar businesses at the Univerpossibilitiesasis selling food at more sity of Vermont, wh ere h e would
than one location.
"throwlO bucks at the hot dog man"
But, for now, the duo plans to after parties.
simply continue selling hot dogs at
With this in mind, Doubleday
one location.
^md Jackson were required to reJackson promises that their ceiveapproval from various people
"buck" price will not go up.
on campus,i nclu di ng Ken Gagnon,
"Whether we'll becomehot dog
While they are making money, director of administrative services,
these two students are relinquish- John Farkas, Director of Student tycoons remains to be seen," said
ing much of their social life, but Activities, and Sellers Dining Serv- Doubleday.Q

. "It 's a fact that
drunk people are
hungry and want to
eat. " - Michael
Doubleday '91

"The keg is empty,
the party 's done,
buy some dingers,
and have somefun "
- owners of Bucka-Dog

Student Judicial Board
Finds Burk e Guilty
By Anne Sullivan
STAFF WWTER

Jim Burke 92,was found guilty
on October 29 by the Student Judicial Board of physical assault and
verbal abuse of Sally Richards '90.
He was also cited for failure to
comply with the request of Safety
and Security. The sophomore was
sentenced a $50 fine, a letter of
apology to the plaintiff , and Disciplinary Probation through May,
1990, as a result of the hearing.
So far,five cases havebeen tried
this semester by J-board, the stu-

dent/faculty judiciary board that of physical assault of a fellow stuhandles both major and minor dis- dent, throwing beer on a fellow
student, and damaging college
ciplinary infractions.
property.
His sanctions are PermaAlso at the late October hearing,
an anonymous phone caller was nent Disciplinary Probation, payfound guilty of making unauthor- ment of damages,and alcohol evaluized collect calls to campus phones ation.
A third defendant at the Octoand was sentenced Disciplinary
Probation through May, 1990, and ber 1st hearing received the same
must contribute to the cost of the sanctions as Flynn for a charge of
-property damage.
phone bills.
The sanctions for defendants
Previous to the October 29 meeting, J-Board had found Scott Web- found guiltyaredeterminedbytheir
ster '90 guilty of physically assault- past disciplinaryhistory,details and
ing a fellow student and placed him testimonial accounts,and the pendon Permanent Disciplinary Proba- ing circumstances of the alleged
incident, according to Associate
tion.
Mike Flynn '92, also involved in Dean of Students and J-Board advithe incident, was also found guilty sor Mark Serdjenian.Q

Health Cent er Changes Policy
More And Lon ger Visits Should Be Result

of the counseling, the program will
"effectively increase the amount of
FEATURESEDITOR
female patients 1can see in the same
Responding to students medi- amount of time," said Gerhke.
cal needs, a new program at the Likewise, Dr. William Bennett and
Health Center "willallow Physician's Dr.Jim Woodlee will also be able to
Assistant Gretchen Gehrke to see see more patients.A,
"There were some feelings that
more patients and spend more time
students weren't getting what they
with each of them.
With the new program, called needed, and thisallowsmorepeople
Clinic for Responsible Choice, pa- to be seen per day. Students
tients will spend the first thirty shouldn't have to go off-campus/
minutes with one of three nurses said Martha Seabury, one of the
¦who willJ answer questions and three nurses participating in the
¦
address needs,mostly concerning clinic.
sex-related issues.
In addition tomakingnealthcare
Since GehrkeWill be doing less more avadalble, the Clinic; intends

By Lori Wright
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By Kelly Evans

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ithac a College and

Cornell Universit y
ITHACA,N,Y.-An Ithaca student was charged with 2nd degree
manslaughter.ToddCrane,a Cornell student,diedas aresultof head
injuries sustained during a fight with Ithaca student, Alexander
Lesburt.:Lesburt was arrested and is being held on $20,000 bond .
Alcohol is believed to have been a contributing factor to the fight ,

Hamilton
CLINTON,M.Y.-Apoweroutageoncampusleftmanyofthedormitories with out power, heat, or hot water for three days,

Worcester Polytechni c Insti tute
WORCESTER, MA - The institution was recently selected as the
No. 1Regional College/University in theNorthern region in the U.S.
Netfw and World Report Best College edition, 170 colleges were
considered in this report
A new campus wide smoking policy is being'proposed.Smoking
will be allowed only in areas that have been specifically designated
''
as smoking areas.
i

Tuft s
MEDFORp, MA -A student received probation as punishment
for yelling a racial slur out his window*. The student Said that he
called a friend who was wearing a red bandana "Aunt Jemima"a s he
pasaed by his witidow, a female student said, however, th at t ho
remark was addressed to her and is therefore cowtituted as direct
harassment. Shesay&ihetcrm "AuntJemima"is considered by many
to be a racially denigrating stereotype of black women*
(3 QQ

i

to heighten awareness about health
behavior and wellness, while encouraging both men and women to
feel comfortable talking about questions of sexuality.
Gehrke stressed that men, who
traditionally refrain from seeking
health care, are strongly urged to
use this service for things such as
contraception and information on
sexually transmitted diaseses.
"Little by little more men will
come - I don't expect a huge increase within the next ten weeks,"
she said, noting that women still
feel responsible for providing
contraceptives.
\ With the addition^ the clinic,
the nurses are working;more hours,
but "all three of the us like students,
and this clinic will give students
more time to talk with us about
anything/ according Seabury. The
other two are Mary Lee Kearny and
Helen Balgooyen.
According to Seabury,the nurses
havebeen reading copiouslyin their
training process,and it she does not
know the answer to a particular
question, Seabury feels "comfortable in referring students to the
appropriate resource." Gehrke is
confident that the nurses are wellqualified to handle their added
responsibilities.
With the introduction of this
program, a new patient makes an
appointment, fills out a medical
history form, spends about thirty
minutes with a nurse educator, and
then is admitted to Bennett,Gehrke,
or Woodlee.
But, according to Gehrke, "it's
probalbly not a problem to bypass
the nurses if it's a special problem,"
although she stresses that this
would lessen her time to see more
patients.
This clinic is part of the Health
Center's new efforts to make information available to people who are
not sick, but who are seeking advice arid answers to questions.
Other recent developments include a newsletter that "provides
health information and aquaints
people with who we [the Health
Center] are," arid the Peer Facilitator program which creates a casual,
i n ti ma tea tmosphere though which
students can gain information regardi ng a wid e range of health
qucstions.Q
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Biannual O p en Agend a F orum

The Student Association will be hosting the first Biannual Open
Agenda Forumwith the Senior Staff. Acting President and Deanof Faculty Bob MeArthur, Administrative Vice President Stan Nicholson,
Dean of the College Earl Smith, and Vice President for Development
Randy Helm will be fielding questions in Given Auditorium November 16,1989 starting at 9 p.m. This is the students chance to voice their
concerns directly to those in control of policies.

Budget Sets Music Lessons '
Fees

"It was a sheer budgetary matter," said Administrative Vice-President Stan Nicholson of the College's decision to require non-majors to
pay for music lessons. According to Nicholson, Paul Machlin, Chair of
the Music department, presented a proposal to eliminate all fees for
music lessons. The cost of that proposal was "veiy high."
"Acceptingthe proposal would haveinvolved either reusing tuition,
or cutting expenditures somewhere else,"said Nicholson. The College
decided to wave the fee for music majors only, which Machlin had designated as his highest priority.
Nicholson did not say that the Administration had any plans to
change the unpopular policy.
"I expect that the issuewill come up again,and we'll have to reassess
the policy just like we did last time," Nicholson said. (C.I.)

Seller 's Switches Slop
Location , Hours

The dining hours for the Johnson and Chaplin dining halls have
been switched. Johnson is now the only one of the two open for
weekday breakfast (7:30-9:45 a.m.), a regular weekday dinner menu
from 5-7 p.m. and the pasta bar for athletes from 7:30-9 p.m.j' Zhaplin
now follows a shortened weekday dinner schedule of 5-6:15 p.m. Both
^ 11:30 a.rh. -1ftEr-pin."
halls are still open for weekday lunch from
According to Seller's Manager Dawn Williams, requests from students, faculty and administrators initiated the scheduling, changes.
Warren Claytor '92, and Lisa Prenaveau '93, both said that it didn't
matter which of the two dining halls in the basement of Roberts was
open, saying it is convenient that at least one dining hall close to the
fieldhouse is open later. (D.F.)

C allin g
Cotter 's
Cancelled: Whoops!

C ard

The Development Office recently received a bill for a calling card
which they believed to be out ofservice, The account was cancelled,and
a few days later they received a call from President Bill Cotter in
England. Cotter had been charging long distance calls to the card's *.
account, which had been assigned to the 1986 "Colby 2000" fund ;
raising campaign, which raised money to build the Student Center,
renovate the library,and increase the financial aid endowment, am ong
other things.
. Ran dy Helm, vice president of Development, said his secretary
noticed the fluke wondering how a completed campaign could still be
charging calls. Helm said that most of the college's senior administrative staff have calling cards for use during travel so that calls can be
charged back to Colby, but they did not have Cottier's name on that
particular account. (D.F.)

Prevention Costs

Flu shots in the Health Center,
whichareavailablefor faculty,staff,
students,retirees,an d spouses,cost
$3. Head Nurse Priscella Sargent
explained that flu shots are not paid
for by the Colby health plan because they classify as preventive
medicati on, not covered by the plan,
rather than a cure.
By the way, abortions arc^ still
tree. y.i.j

Continued On Following Page
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The O'Murchus (All Of Them)
Are Enjoying Maine and Roberts
By Krista Stein
STAFF WRITER

¦nonnnMHWMnaaanHMnHmBMHHaRiH

immersed in a different culture and
picking up a second language.
The O'Murchus are proud to
call theirfirst languageIrish,which
isaCelticlanguagethat is not widely
spoken. One popular misconception among people who hear them
speaking is that they don't speak
English, according to Prof.
O'Murchu. In actuality,the family

On Colby's campus, where
almost everyoneiseighteen or older,
the five children of visiting professor Liam O'Murchu and his wife
Marian are a refreshing sight.
_T
h
e
OMurchu 'family is visiting
Colby for the semester as part of
a faculty exchangeprogram
between Colby
and Ireland,and
Professor
O'Murchu
teaches a course
called an Intrc~
duction to Irish
Studies, a survey of Irish language and literature.
The family
eats most din- The O'Murchu family dining in Roberts
ners on campus
as part of the package offered to speaks English well, and the chilthem by Colby and the five children dren are learning very quickly, he
are often seen scurrying about said.
Roberts dining hall.
Ranging in age from nine years
While their father is teaching, to fifteen months, the children are
the older children attend school in Sile, Tomas, Midi, Liam, and PiWaterville, and according to their aras. The O'Murchu children felt a
mother, "they love it!" They are taste of America on Halloween
enjoying the experience of being when theywenttrick-or-treatingfor
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the first time, and the falling leaves
are also a wondrous sight to them
as they anxiously await the first
snowfall. Thisisthe first trip to the
United States for all of the family
members.
The O'Murchus are from Cork
City, Ireland, where Professor
O'Murchu teaches Irish language
and literature. Prof. O'Murchu
points out
some key differences between Irish
universities
and Colby,
including the
fact that Irish
students tend
tjp be less
closely monitored by the
faculty
in
terms of their
course performance.
B u t
O'Murchu is
impressed by
"Colby's academic stan¦
pholo by Matt Ovtous dards set for
students b y
themselves and the school," in
addition to students' self-motivation and class participation.
Both Prof, and Mrs. O'Murcho
said that they like Colby very much
and find the students and faculty
members to be very congenial.
In the future, Prof. O'Murchu
would like to teach in France.Q
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A.I.D.S.

Rumors that four students tested positive for the A.I.D.S. virus during the October fourth blood drive are unfounded, according to the
American Red Cross Blood Service. The Red Cross further contends
that all blood donations are tested carefully before use.
If a donor does test positivefor any disease, he or she is notified on
a highly confidential basis. The test results are divulged only to the individuals themselves, so no such regional statistics exist.
The only way the rumor could be true is if four Colby students
publicized their own diagnosis. Nation wide, only 1 in 12,000 donors
ever test positive for the A.I.D.S virus, according to Red Cro ss. (J-T.)

Whistles For Men Next Year

At the start of this semester, Colby Against Sexual Assault (CASA)
distributed emergency whistles to all female students. The whistles
came in response to women being harassed on the three-and five-mile
jogging loops, and because the whistle system of preventing assault has
worked on other college campuses. The Women's Group paid for the
whistles because the CASA club member in charge of applying for
funding is away this semester.
CASA leader Laura Friedewald '90, hopes next year to be able to
distribute whistles to men on campus as well as women. Other CASA
projects , include better lighting for the campus and a safety brochure
which should be coming out soon, according to Friedewald. (A.K.)

$1,000 For UNICEF

The International Club sponsored the "Jamaican Me Crazy" party
and dance-a-thon on Friday night in The Heights to benefit UNICEF.
The party was co-sponsored by Better Alcohol Responsibility, which
paid for the non-alcoholic drinks. Though the party wasnot crowded,
it raised $1000 for UNICEF. (A.K.)

Prof. Back In Class

Bruce Freeh, a math professor , returned to teaching classes on
Monday although he is still recoveringfrom a bicycle accident that left
. him in , intensive care for 48
hours last, week. Freeh was
completingatriptocoastal Lincolnville,Saturday;October28,
with another -biker when the
accident occurred.
"We had gone about 98
miles and wereonlyafewmiles
from home when my front
wheel touched (the other
biker's) back wheel," said
Freeh. "I should have been
able to control the bike, but I
wasn't -watching."
Freeh, who was not wearing a helmet;slid sideways,hitting his head and rendering
him semi-conscious. He sustained a possible skull fracture and minor abrasions on his hip, shoulder, and knee. His CAT scan did not show a crack in his skull, however
a blood clot indicates that there was probably a skull fracture.
After his two days in 1CUand another day in the hospital,Freeh was
released . His cuts are still healing, his body is slower, and he is sleeping
an extra six hours a day, but that has not kept him off his bike. Although
told by his doctor that it should be "weeks before I ride; again," Freeh
went for rides Saturday and Sunday this past weekend.
"I went slower and carried a pulse monitor, though," said Freeh.
(A.A.)

MISSING i A BEAUTIFUL, BIG
FRENCH POSTER. It has been taken
from Lovejoy 102. This poster does not
belong to Colby; it was given to Prof.
Dace Weiss as a gift. Will the person or
persons who took it please return it to
her or to the Modern Languages
Departmen t (L 317). *"

Roberts Speaks At Elij ah
Lovej oy Convocation
By Deborah Puller
STAFF WRITER

Eugene L. Roberts, executive
editor of the Philadelp hia Inquirer,
received anhonorarydoctoroflaws
degree and was named tlie 37th
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellow at the
Lovejoy Convocation in Lorimer
Chapel Friday night. According to
Assistant Director of Public Affairs
Mary EllenMatava,175people were
in attendance.
Roberts was honored for his
editorial guidance which led the
Inquirerto receive 16Pulitzer Prizes
during his 17 years of service. According to the CentralMaine Morning Sentinel, Roberts was cited for
his love of truth, his penchant for
persistence, and his attention to

detail.
Roberts addressed the crowd
and claimed that present day lawsuits are hindering our constitutional freedom of speech. He said
that the freedom of the press '"has
survived, and thrived,because citizens rightly see press freedom , as
merely an extension of their own
freedom," He hopes that what
Lovejoy lost his life for, freedom of
his anti-slavery press, more than
150 years ago is not encroaching
upon us once again.
Robertscited the Supreme Court
decision in NewYork Times vs. Sullivan as having eroded the rights of
citizens and the press to speak
publicly.
Roberts spoke for 20 minutes
and the academic ceremony and

'Echo Archives
By Amy Havel
STAFF WRITER

question period stretched the Convocation to 45 minutes.
The annual Symposium and a
reception and dinner in honor of
Robertspreceded the Convocation.
According to Matava, invitations
for both were sent to members of
the Maine Press, New England
Press, National Press, Waterville
community, Colby community
(selected students, faculty, administrators, the Board of Trustees,and
the Lovejoy Selection Committee),
the Roberts family and editors of
Maine high school papers.
The Symposium panel in Given
Auditorium consisting of Roberts;
William Kovach,
curator of the
j¦
HarvardUniversity Neiman foundation; Robert Moorehead, general
manager of the Sentinel; Chip Gavin, editor of the Colby Echo; and
moderator Richard Ciccone of the
Chicago Tribune discussed self-restraint and self-censorshi p in the
media. Matava reported that 50-75
people attended and took part in a
lively discussion colored with examplesQ.

Final Exam Schedule
Final examinations for Semester 1,1989-90, are as scheduled below. Examinations are two hours in length; a detailed schedule with room assignments will be published
later. Students with three examinations in one day, or four in
sequence,can obtain postponement -forms at the Registrar's
office. Under no circumstances may an examination be
taken prior to its scheduled time.
Day
Wednesday

Date
Dec. 13

Thursday

Dec. 14

Friday

Dec. 15

Saturday

Dec. 16

Sunday

Dec. 17

Mon day

" Dec. 18

Tuesday

Dec. 19

Exam
Time
Number
9:00
1
12:30
2
3:30
3
"
9:00
4
12:30
5
3:30
6
9:00
7
12:30
8
3:30
9
9:00
10
12:30
.11
3:30
12
9:00
13
12:30
14
3:30 • '
15
9:00
16
12:30
17
3:30
18
9:00 Make-up exams

/

"Uhclump your intellectual power and let it run free/' was the
advice given by Dean Ninetta M. Runnals in a 1936 mid-year chapel
address to the women of Colby.
Headlined in the January 22, 1936 edition of the Colby Echo,
Runnals" talk consisted of the more philosophical meaning behind
studying,onethat today'sCcflby studentsmay forget during the stress
of this semester's workload.
"Examinations demand an assortment and arrangement of facts",
Runnals went on to say,"but not onlyknowledge and classification of
facts are necessary," More important is the understanding of the
impressions and gains that this information will make in one's every
- ,
day life,
"One ounce of good nervous tone in exams is better than many
poundsof anxious study/'explained Runnals. Maybe the anxietythat
Colby students experience before exams is a good sign, after all. She
suggested a smart use of time,as well as plentyof relaxation,as proper
'
study helpers.
: Runnals was also a believer in the philosophy of a sound mind in
a sound body/ as she said; "You have every right to trust your brains
for all you have in them,providing your physical state is good."' The
present Colby population must understand this theory, considering
all of the athletic activities between classes and studying time,
At the end of her address,Runnal explained that examination time
is also a situation for examining moral values, and understanding the
real valuebehind studying. She reminded the students that what one
gains from learning is of much more importance than the professor's
mark.
Fifty-three yearslater,as Colby students work up to the tension of
exa ms once again , these words should be taken to heart, and ease a
little of the stress.Q
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129 Main Street
Watervill e, ME 04901
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Super Deal

1st Item Full Pri ce
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If you would like more information about the PLC program ,
please contact the Marine Corps Officer Selection Office
at (603) 436-0974 collect.
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Lilore Explains WMHB s Focus

BHHS ^f • 7 "" hhH^BH
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By Alisa Attardi
STAFF WRITER

Joe Lilooe '90, WMHB general
manager, defended the alternative
focus of Colby's radio station, citingincreased listenership,competitive'ratings, and community service and interaction. Lilore's comments to the Echo were in response
to reported student dissatisfaction
with the radio station by a member
of the President's Council at the
Council's last meeting.
"I question any argument based
on the premise that (WMHB) is
'not playing what the students want
to hear, said Lilore. "It seems that
a .vocal minority is claiming to repFor a score
resent the entire student body,
to be thankful for which is inaccurate and unfair to
their peers."
call:
According to Lilore, Arbitron
ratings show that Colby's 110-watt
1 - 8 0 0 - 3 3 2 - T E S T station is competitive with larger,
commercial stations. WMHB had a
2.5 percent share of the listening
audience in the area while one station with 50,000 watts had a 3 percent share, according to John Farkas, WMHB adviser and director of
student activities.
Erin Kelly, Drummond hall
president, questioned WMHB
about the lack of widespread student interest in listening to the sta¦urillSe.
readingselectionsj r c t His
n poetry at tion, the variety of music that they
Ihe Iro n9-forse. 'Bookstore
played, and their high . budget '
SI 6,000 a year from Stu-A -at a time
y W2^oad Square, WateryiGs
when other clubs are experiencing
I Fridayf 0pvemSeTlOtf t, 8 pm
,' funding cuts.
-LV '.... vVtofci. *'•:.. \ :. \.-U* .'¦ A .:-J*r&> ^\-\ .. ~J- ^.*Y'.' -I
.V
"A collegeradio-stationis some-

pM31ii?l

,.

thing that people can take pride
in,"said Kelly. "I just want to know
why more students aren't listening
to their college radio station."

and the broadcasting of special
events,to our entire listening audience. We aim to provide listeners
with a selection as diverse as pos-

"A college radio station is something tha t
p eople can take pride in, I just want to
knowwhy more students aren 't listening
to their college radio station. " - Drummond Hall President Erin Kelly:
WMHB'sfundingrepresentsthe sible, without repeating artists and
highest budget allOcationby Stu-A, styles already available in the area,
such as commerfollowed by a
cial
rock, 'classic
budget
for
$14,000
hits'and 'top ^."
The Oracle, and an
Lilore saiid that
$11,000 budget for
the Echo .
WMHB "is providing important
"We're shelling a
and far-reaching
lot of money into
services that justhi s," said Tom Bertify our programinger '90. "Things
ming and our
like this should be
budget."
reviewed everyonce
Student opinin a while."
ion is split on
"College radio
whether or not
has always been the
WMHB is justionly or one of the few
fied.
providers of new
"The radio
music," said Lilore.
business is a high
"Without it, students
capital operawouldn't even have
tion," said Matt
the opportunity to
Dumas, Stu-A
hear what's new and
photo.b
yliz
Uorb
y
treasurer,
"and
decide what they
e
Li
l
ore
because of that, you have to fund
like or don't like." J°
WMHB's^purpose, as stated' in them what they need or else they
their Stu-A Constitution, is "to can't exist."
provide altel|ative programming/, ' Peter Bryant '90 wants the
including"nmj nusic,ihfofmatidhl: money to "go to the crew team/'

Music director Adam Oppenheim noted that WMHBis "theonly
club that reaches out to the community." WMHB has a potential
listening audience of 100,000people
in its 20-mile broadcasting radius.
According to Todd Blake,
WMHB disc jockey and assistant
director of Student Activities,most
of the calls received on the request
line are from the community.
"We're not here just to please
the students/' said Blake, "because
we're licensed nationally."
While many students are in favor of an alternative format, some
do not feel that "mainstream" artists should beentirely excluded. "It
wouldn't be bad if they played
something I'd heard before every
once in a while," said Emily Gallagher '91. "Right now, it's almost
guaranteed that when I turn on
WMHB,they're playing a song that
I've never heard."

Nancy Richards '93, said, "It's
good that they playalternative,but
I think they could make a compromise and play more of what people
want to hear."
The regulations of WMHB's
Class A/ Educational License require them to provide educational
programming "for the good of the
community," said Farkas. These
regulations also prohibit advertising, causing the station to look for
community sponsorship and donations to supplement their budget.
"Part of our responsibility is to
the community because we receive
money from them," added Lilore.
During the summer months,
WMHB is run entirely with community funds.Q
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youcan even do this: ihmj ii
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Q 1989AppleComputet,[nc, Apple\0xAj>ptetop,
an(i Macintoshaw ngistemltmilcinarksof/ilpli!Computer, Inc.
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been easytouse.Buttheyve
never
Macintosh^computershavealways
been this easy to own. Presenting Tlie Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Madntosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reasonto settle for an ordinaryPC.WithThe
Madntosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
.
Withoutspending a lot more money
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Carl and Spalding 's Mean Cuisine
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Colleguium Musicum
By Mary Ellen Matava

COLBY PUBirC AFFAIRS

The Echo's roving restaurant reviewersat The Chef's Pantry
ourselves and our Echo bosses, we
were able to venture only as far as
the on-ramp to nearby 1-95. And
there, ri ght before our eyes, a sight
as welcome as Saturday's spanking
of Middlebury,sat The Chef's Pantry:
Welcomeback to another excitUpon entering The Chef's Paning version of Mean Cuisine.
Owing to the continuation of try one is struck by the distinct,
financial negotiations between innovative architectureof the place:
By Chip "Carl" Smith
and John "Spalding"
Hayworth
COMMENTAEY

m^my ms
By Cinda H. Jones
A & E EDITOR

T+S.J azzing
T.SJazz will perform afreeconcert in the Student Center,Wednesday, November 15at 8p.m.. Under the direction of Tim Sessions, with
special guests Tony Gaboury( guitar), Ben Strect(bass), John
Foss(trumpet),the band will feature the music of Miles Davis, Sonny
Rollins, Count Basie, Oliver Nelson and others.

T/te (B-SZsD
' escendon (Main e

Sporting a highly visual stage show and some of the most enthusiastic dancemusic tocomeoutofthevaunted New Wave Movement,
^
the B-52s will be at the Cumberland County Civic Center' performing
"Rock Lobster"and hit s from such albums as Wild Planet, Whammy
and their latest, Cosmic Thing. Tickets'are $16.50, and available at 1800-582-8080;

Song f estival'Offering $2f 0,000In (Prizes

The Music City Song- Festival is holding a music competition for
profess ional s, amateurs and novices in vocal, lyric, and song categories, For more information and an entry form write; MCSF, P,0. Box
17999-J, Nashville, TN , 37217. Or call: 615-634-0027 between 9 a.m.
an d 5 p.m.,

Singers(Heeded!

Anyone interested in singing in The Festival Choir for the Colby
Festivalof Carols and Lights, December 1 & 8, please write to Dr, M.
Small, Organist campus mail,or call 873*1468 before 8;00 a,m, or after
9:00 p.m. Rehearsals will be held thfee Sundays, Npv, $, 12,19 from
4;00 to 5:00 p,nv in Rose Chapel, Dress rehearsal Is Wed, Dec, $ at the
Chapel at 7:00 p.m,

photo by Bob Lian
one big square. Along the walls,
and for sale we might add, hang
many illustrious oil paintings
dominated by a hunting theme.
Perhaps this is a sales ploy to entice
customers into ordering the
"Hunter's Humdinger Combo."
This is a gross portion of groceries
consisting of 2 eggs, sirloin steak,
one flapjack,baked beans,toast and
coffee. Mow if that's not enough to
make you as full as a tick on a
hound we don't know what is.
Carl and guest Bob thoroughly
enjoyed their eggs and hash. Carl's
flapjack (pancake for you city-folk)
was "just doggone good!" Bob commented that his frisbee-sized Belgian waffle tasted like^6f all things
- a frisbee. Spalding enjoyed the
equivalent of yet another Bonnie's
steak special.
As our readers must be well
aware by now, Spalding did not
have that much trouble finishing
every succulent morsel. For those
to whom these meals do not appeal,
the Pantry has 8 different breakfast
combos, 6 types of omelettes (including the stormy Nor'Easter), and
all of the favorite fixin's you mean
customers expect.
Service at the Pantry was okay.
We had a timely but frequently
absentminded waitress. While we
know she meant well, she was a tad
bit slow. Nevertheless, we understand that some Colby students
already frequent the Chef's Pantry.
Perhaps a comment from a
source other than ourselves will
tempt you to try the place. We were
fortunate to bump into Men's
Hockey Captain Scott Rickards, fueling his body for the upcoming
season. According to the Skating
White Mule, The Chef's Pant ry wa s
"awesome dude, a lot better than
Bonnie's." For us, that statement
prettymuch sums it up. Therefore,
we rate The Chef's Pantrya 3.5 out
of a possible 5 stacks of pancakes
(flapjacks for you fellowrural folks),
Next time: our guest will be a
real Live ROTC officer candidate
Marc Duchette. He'll tell us what
it's like to eat in Waterville and
commute to U. Maine for classes.
Directions to Chefs Pantry:
Turn right on Kennedy Memorial
Drive; drive toward 1-95, Directly
before the on-ramp (North) turn
right into the parking lota

Colby College's early music
ensemble, the Collegium musicum, will present a concert of
English court and cathedralmusic
onSunday,November 12 at3 p.m.
ia Lorimer Chapel.
The music dates from the 13th
through the 16th centuries, and
includes music from the courts of
the monarches Henry V, Henry
Vlll and Elizabeth I. The Collegium will present an exampleeach
of a moral song, the anonymous
"Wbrldes blis," and of a lighter
d ance song.
Early renaissance compositions by John Dunstable and John
Bedinghetm. that were likely per-

formed for Henry V s court in the
15th century are among the favorites of the performed repertory of
:
tha t period.
Althoughone rarely associates
Henry VIII vtfith music, he was a
very competent musician and
composed numerous love songs
and instrumental consort pieces.
Seven of his! works will be heard,
along with one by his second wife,
Anne Boleyn, who may have written ."O deatlhe, rock me asieepe"
shortly before her execution.
The Collegium musicum is in
its third seakm at Colby College,
and consists of a vocal ensemble, a
recorder group,lute, harpsichord,
guitars and other early music instruments. Communitymembers,
faculty and student s are members
of the Colegium, directed by Assistant Professor Rebecca Gerber.Q

Much Thanks From
International Club

Jamaica-Me-Crazy, International Club's fund raiser Dance-athon and party for UNICEFreached
Heights we didn't dare dream it
would attain. We are delighted to
give $1000 for witches and broomsticks and pumpkins and candy and
a wonderful Halloween to children
all over the world. Wewanttothank
all the excited party-goers and
dancers and sponsors and musicmakers, Dan Raymont and Rob
Arendell and B.A.R. and Mary Low
and Chaplin Commons for their
support and enthusiasm. And all
the dedicated workers from International Club and SOBHU who
crafted an exotic island and concocted tempting potions for the
palate.
The dance-a-thon attracted 150

enthusiastic dancers who preferred
the non-alcoholic beverages over
the keg of beer which had to be
auctioned off at the end of,the evening. Attendants stayed past one
o'clock a.m. to help the party throwers clean-up.
The International Club at Colby
is not merely a support for foreign
students but a community of active
and interested participants of the
varied cultural heritage of the nations of the world.We would like to
welcome new members, American
and foreign students who want to
revel in the .diversity of our backgroundsand help preserve the unity
and integrity of our world.

Editor 's Note: The Echodid not
publish this story last week beca use an altercation between a
band member and a hall staff
member was not originally included, rendering the account
incomplete until the information
could be added.

kick out the music. Compared to
the motley group hanging at the
sidelines. Pastor Bud, started song*
with a bang, and this bang would
never die. The music was perfect
for dancing; it was swampy and
rocky, and just plain fun.
With all of the last-minute costumed people running around, it
seemed appropriate that the band
was last-minute, too, One would
expect this much from a band whose
three members currently live six
hours away from each other. Practice time for Pastor Bud now, if
ever, comes sometime during the
day of the show,or tho day before
they have to go on stage.
Bill Hamilton '90, on guitar, is
the only Pastor Bud member currently at Colby, On Bass, Phil
Adams once attended Colby but
lias since transferred to the University of Southern Maine. Scudder
Kelvie,the drummer, never went to
Colbybut lived near here, Scudder
j iow lives in Burlington, Vermont.
Wh ilethcsca tt ered natureof th is
band might make it difficult for
them to p erf orm,I think this is their
beauty. They are a band that has no
Pastor Continued on Page 13

Pika Gosh
International Club President

Halloween Bash
Was A Smash

By Craig Damrauer

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Coffeehouse seemed to be
Pastor Bud's venue, until Halloween Weekend when they proved
that Foss could be too.
I walked away from Foss Saturday night with the impression that
everything about the evening revolved around last-minute planning.
There should have been a prize
for the best last-minute costume. I
would havegiven it tothe golf club
wielding, preppily dressed guys
who stood on the sidelines and
cackled at anybody >vho dared to
ask thorn what they were supposed
to be dressed.
Tho entire evening was like this,
from tho crowd to tho band.
Pastor Bud managed to really
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College theater company at g p.m. in
Schaefer Theatre. Reservations: 7866161
Broadway Musical Revue Lorimer
Chapel, 8 p.m.

STU-A MOVIE: Batman.<oomph!
pow!) 'will be showing iii Lovejoy
100 at 7p.m. and 9:15p.m..

Viola Ensembles will perform chamber works at 3;30 p.m. at Bates* Qlin
Arts Center. See Art Notes for more
information.

Pianist Vladimir Feltsmanwill be in
concert at 7:30 pan. at the Portland
City Hall auditorium. 772-8630, -

STU-AMOVIE:Bat/nan will bestowing for the last times tonight at 7 and
9:15 in Lovejoy 10O.

Kenny Rogers will be in concert tonight at the CumberlandCounty Civic
Center with his "guests Eddie Rabbit
and Lord Morgan.
BrooksWilliams has coxne back to
the cof feehousefor another performanceof his fantastic guitar music and
folk singing. You can catch him at
7:30 p.m.
The Drifters arein co ncert toni ght at
Harper's Ferry, 158 Brighton Ave.,
Allston. 617-254-9743.

Friday
Nov. 10

Sunday
Nov. 12

SteveTapper andAudidBridges •will
be playing flute and guitar tonight in
the coffeehouse at 7:30 p.m.
BroadwayMusicalRevuemUh&pttsentedtonightatS p.m. in Page Commons Room, ;
PUwistYvarMikhashon willbeperfomiing at7:30p.m. toflight atBowdo«i*s Visual Arts Center.
LaBottinetivuriantewfthDX. Menard & the llouisiana Aces will be
playing with two traditional bartds,
QuebecoisatidCajunnniusic ot8i>.m t
at tho University of Maine's Center
for the Arts, ;$81-1755,
CantataSmgerswill perform "Schumann Requiem" and Tories by IS.
Bach and folui Harbison tonight in
Jordan Hall, 30 Gaiiusborough St.,
Boston. 617-536-2412.

Saturday
Nov. 11
The Empervr of the tyf oon, a musical
farce, will bo presented by the.Bates

: try. 9 Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.

; Champions Waterville's answer to the
mill-town blues. Every Wednesday is
. collegenight,on FridaysWTVLbroadcasts live their "My Generation"show,
and video/discentertainmentis offered
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Ihe rWomensij Tonp weekly mutingis
Located at the Elm Plaza in Waterville.
on Thursdayat S p.m.in %p berts on ttu
secondfloor.
RaouTsRoadside Attraction. A favorite dining and dance club to hear the
IWDe-bateCtub is holdingtheirweekfy best of local bands and to eat the tastiest
meetingat 4 p.m.on 'Wednesday,in the. Tex-Mex food. 86 Forest Ave., Port' land. 774-1441.
Student Center Club %ocm.
Ihe InUrnaiionUlCtuS's table dinneris
onSundayat 6 p.m. in HDana, and it 's
is on Wednesdayat
CluB T^ewsWatcA
6:30p.m.in tf U Basement of Coburn..

Ihe f encingClub practicesweekly on
Mondays and"Wednesdaysfront 6:308:30p.m.at tf uj uldlff ouseend baskety
Ballcourt.

The Metro has a disc jockey Tuesday
through Saturday. It is located in
Howard Johnson 'son Upper Main St.,
in Waterville.

The Tree Cafe . Where you'll find the
big-namebands performing everything
fro m reggae to rock , and metal to blueIf you.would:tike your meetings and grass, every day of the week! 45 Danevents listed in this calendar, please forthSt., Portland. 774-1441.
contact MeGssaSmaU X30$l,or (Pat
MelmX3339.thedeaddneisF ridayfor Pete and Larry 's off ers an hors
d'oeuvres buffet on Fridays and great
publication
thef o l l o w
Thursday.
ing
dancing all the time. Sunday is oldies
night. Located in the Holiday Inn on
Upper Main St., Waterville.
SWTE'h&rahlCL'll'Bo?? icl<
r$

Colby CollegiumMusicurn. Music
director Rebecca Gerber presents
a concert of early English madrigal music at 3 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel.
The Emperor of the Moon, a
musical farce, will be performed
by Bates* theater at 2 p.m. in
Schaeffer Theatre. Keservations:
786-6161.
Broadway Musical Revue 8 p.m.
Lorimer ChapeL

SW-AMOVJB; Batman.You'll be
Robin* yourselfo£ a mighty fine time
if you don't come watch this flick
tonight in Lovejoy 100 at 7 or 9:15.

Club iRpom.

Stars ofthelAWrence
Welk Show
will be performing live oil stageat
7 p.m.tonight at the Uni ver sity of
Maine's Center for the Arts in
Orono. 581-17$$,

Commons'
Stuff

Rachael' s . Live music is played
Wednesday through Sunday from 8:00
until 1:(X). Call 622-1364 to find out
more. Whitten Road, Augusta.
TheWatervilleAreaSinglesClub is always a fine option for anevening full of
opportunity.Located atMelody Ranee,
Fairfield Center,

. Music

TheB S2s will be in concert on
Also,tonigHt in VutCerLoungeat 7:00
.
Friday and Saturdaynight at Boston's
p.m^ f ocalpoliceofficerswuZBegiBingi
: Orpheum Theater. Call 617-482mf K c of oc tJf oif aretuss
(Demonstration.I 0650 for tickets or more information.
All are inrittd to attend.

Club
Events

tip and Coming . the golf (Party with
Cf mp^nCommonsonHpvtmherlS.
Congratulationsto Qkndon (Rpy, who won
the $otf (PartyT-shirt contest! T-shirts
vMgo on snlesam.

Theater
Carousel an after-dinner production

C0y (Democrats ¦weekly nutting wilt
c

Be f ief cCon Tuesday, at 7p .nu, in tlU
Siuden-t Center's club room,
%FuCoalitionf mTotitlialfiction is
f oldingitswetRfy meeting mWedn eS'
day at BtiOp.m. in Lovtj oy103,
PlilMs'tdeekfy meting uJillbeheldat
1:30p.f iu, Pridf lij , in WuSVA
,

(A/tg HtCif e
Speakeasy. Nestled in Hallowell, the
chic suburb of Aiigusta, this pub b ffcrs
live band music on weekends. Located
on Water St., Hallowell.

0ieCotigCf bistitin!Fe{bM/iiptt>iClmee
t Amiga's. If you enjoy a nistic atmosat 6:30on{Friday, in the Chapelbunge. phere where live folk music is plnycd,
beers are cheap, and outdoor scaling is
Colby's Speech Council is meeting at 4 optional, you should give Amigo's a
p.tn, onMonday,in tdeStudentCenttr's

Colby Museumof Art. "Maine
Basketry: Past to Present," through
Nov. 22. 872-3225.
Portland MuseumofArt: Sculptures
by Celeste Roberge on themes of
primeval and mythical characters
through today. ThrougliDecember
3. 775-6148.
Bowdoin College Museumof Art.
Traveling exhibit of the illustrations
of Hraita Janto. Through fNov. 10.
725-3000. UM Orono HudsonMuseum."One
Year Later The Closingof Penobscot Poultry and the Transitionof a
Vetran Employee ," Throug h Dec.2.
581-1891.
Bates Museum of Art. Drawings
from the college's Marsden Hartley
Memorial Collection; ""The Vinalhaven Press: The First Five Years,"
selectedprints,thioughlJbv.26.7866330. FranciskaNeedhamGaUery.
"150th
Anniversary of Photography" To
run through November 11on Water
Street in Damariscotta,Maine. 5031227.
- >

J ohnson .

There willBe a Tvesidt Chat tonig ht,
Q(pvemBer%witBlfa tf ierJo hn Marquis
The B-S2s will be in concert to- on "Issues of the(Day/ f aithon Cantnight at 7:30 p.m. at the Cumber- pus*at 7:30p.uu in Qcddard-Hodgkpts
land County Civic Center Tickets. lounge,sponsored By JohnsonCommons
1-800-382-8080,
CulturalLife,

Ta&ibits

presented by Tlie Ragtag People's
Theater will be performed at 9 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday at Tlie Bethel Inn
Conference Center. 367-8884,
A Ghost From Tilbury Town, a dramaticmonologuebased on thclifcof E.
A, Robinson, Pulitzer Prize winning
poet, will be presented by Hologram
Theater at 8 p.m. on Saturday in Vienna 's Union Hall.
The Mikado,the Japanese Gilbert and
Sullivan classic musical will be presented by the Bnwswick Choral Society at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday
nights through November 19. Center
for the Arts, Chocolate Church, 804
W«shingtonSt„Brunswick. 442-8455.

<E? Cpf :ci
For an afternoon*sEscape, try a
quick trip to Augusta, it*s only 25
minutes away. The Augusta State
Housfe is easylo locate at ihehighest
point on State SL, the .gold domed
building isvisible ftomt most points
in tlie city. ;
Aftcravj sittotlieHouscyoucan
take a walk aroundthe Stale House
Complex,wiiichmcludfcsthe Maine
State Museum. The Maine State
MuseumpresentsexhibitsofMame's
natural environment, social history
ond manufacturingheritage. The
"Made in Maine" exhibit is especially noteworthy, as it drrianiclcs
nineteenth centurymanufacturingin
the -State of Maine,
Also intriguing at the State MuseuVnistheriaturalhistoiyexhibition
which includessuchstuffed dcadtuiimal carcass*?asmoose, bald eagles,
herons, seals, ottcre awl wolves.
After tliis display of thewonders
of Maine, you may find your mouth
watering for a bite to eat, Hallowell
is the town you'll reach if you take a
right on State Street as you're leaving the State House Complex. In
Hallowell, your best bets ate Slates,
Speakeasy or for the best Chinese
food made in Maine, try the China
Duck restaurant.
If you would likeyour uveitis listed
in this calendar,send them to The
Colby Echo, Roberts Union, Colby
College, Waterville,ME.,04901) by
Friday for publication the following Thursday.
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Fit To Print
Conservative. Thaf s how many of the editors attending last week' s Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation
described the Echo. We were sur pr ised.

After all the criticism targeted at the Echo for alleged sensationalism
and bias, it was refreshing to be called tame. "You're worrying too much
about the possible implications of printing," said one editor. "You can't
worry about what might happen if you print."
Obviously, that sweeping statement has some boundaries. It's hard to
find an editor who would print the name of a rape victim. But, excepting
such extreme examples, deciding not to print something - anything - is
pretty tricky business.
For example, when should the Echo not print the names of students
appearing before the campus Judicial Board. Printing the names of both
defendant and plaintiff before the trial effectively stops rumors and could
attract witnesses to the hearing who would not otherwise have known
about the charges. But, plaintiffs are sometimes harassed by fellow students into dropping charges and publication of their name could increase
the harassment.
For now,the Ecftofwill not report plaintiff names until after a trial. The
editors at the convocation disagreed vehemently,but we're going to give
it a try. Of course,the whole notion of students harassing fellow students
into dropping charges is pretty sickening, regardless of what we print.
There are lots of examples like J-Board, and we spend many hours
wrestling with what to print and not to print, with trying to make the
correct decision. But, when there isn't a ""right"answer, we have to try and
determine which decision is best. That's the tough part, when everything
looks really gray and we have to choose betweenblack or white.
After this past weekend,the Echo has been accused of being just about
everything: biased, sensationalist, conservative, unethical for printing
names,-unethical for not printing names, interesting, well written,poorly
written,liberal
It's all starting to look pretty gray.

For Wh at It 's Worth
In recent weeks , Students On The Street coverage has
been called into question. Some say the present ation of
responses are skewed and not reflective of all student
opinion at Colby.

Apparently, people are missing the point on this one.
Students On The Street is not meant to be statistically accurate or a
reflection of all student opinion. It is a presentation of the first five students
on campus every week who are both willing to respond to that week's
question and have their picture taken. Period.
Thaf s all folks.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Echo Is A
Journali stic
Travesty
This is a letter of firm criticism of The Colby Echo. The Colby
Communityis receivinga selective
interpretation of what the editorial
staff feels should be the "news."
Larry Rocca is the news editor of The Echo. Until last month,
he "was also active at the college
radio station,WMHB. Hewas fired
because he refused to obey the standards and regulations of his job; he
usedlanguageinappropriateforthe
airwaves. Two weeks ago, a front
page "news story"appeared in The
Echo which dramatized his dilemma. Larry Rocca is responsible
for making newsstory assignments.
The Echo published a photograph
of and an article about Larry Rocca.
' Last week, The Echo published a "Students on the Street"
column which asked five students
if Larry should have been fired. All
five students responded negatively.
I doubt they understood the reasons for which he was dismissed,
and that his actions jeopardized
WMHB's license. This journalistic
impropriety is called a "conflict of
interest/' It is also called unethical
journalism. Become responsible,
Larry Rocca.
Janet Boudreau is the managing editor of The Echo. She is
alsotheHead Residentof FossHall.
Last week at the Foss Halloween
Party, Janet was involved in an
altercation with one 'd^lhe band
members in a dispute about how
late the band should play.
The Colby Echo asked Craig
Damrauer (a program director at
WMHB) to write a review of the
Party. The review lauded the band
and proclaimed the Foss Halloween Party a success. Yet the article
was. not printed. Many people
wonder why. I believe that the
managing editor's direct involvement with this incident, as well as
The Echo'scurrent vendetta against
WMHB had everything to do with
the article not being printed. This
conflict of interest resulted in unethical journalism.
The Colby Echo's motto
seems to be "Anything is fit to
print." It is ironic that Chip Gavin
was a panelist in a discussion of
journalistic ethics at the Lovejoy
Convocation, In the October 26
Echo, a "news brief" mentioned
the name of a student who was up
for an impending J-Board hearing.
His name never should have been
printed. This poor journalism had

the potential to affect the outcome
of the student's hearing.
I suggest that The Echo's advisor, Jim Boylan, wake up and
startadvising. I also suggest,Chip,
Janet, and Larry, that you reconsider your holier-than-thou editorial attitudes. Try to realize the
implicationsofwhatyou print. The
print media has unlimited power,
and you are abusing it.
If you want your readership
to respect The Echo and to take yon
seriously, you should work arduously to rid The Echo of such ethical travesties.

Bach Humbu g

We were puzzled on reading
The Echo's review of last-Sunday's
orchestra concert that no attention
was given to the second work on
the program, a fine rendering of
Bach's 6th Brandenburg Concerto
in which first violist Claude Richter
'92was joined by Oskar Feichtinger
of the Bangor Symphony.
One can understand, perhaps,
the reviewer's not wishing to comment on such a difficult piece if she
did not feel comfortable, but she
might have mentioned the excellence of the performers - four of the
Peter D. Read-Smith '92
seven were students - and the fact
that there were three call-backs for
the soloists. The audience certainly
was impressed'with the precision
and taste of this ensemble.
one of the things we have come
to expect of Conductor Jonathan
Hallstrom, and to admire,is his use
of student soloists in challenging
It is not the norm for me to reprograms. Orchestra habitues are
spond to newspaper articles in the
familiar with senior cellists Andrew
Colby Echo for variousreasons,but
Richter and Bernie Khoo who
inlast weeksarticlel read Ms.Stein's
played with their accustomed sustory on campus safety and it left
periority. Jed Parsons '93, at the
me quite uneasy.
harpsichord, was impressive in his
The title of the article read debut with the orchestra. Alto"Campus Safe But Improvements
gether, Sunday night's concert was
Needed".This heading implies that a grand beginning of the new seathe Colby College campus is safe son.
when in fact I had stated to Ms.
Stein that our campus nor any other
Nancy and Peter Westervelt
campus in the country is safe. I feel
this heading will only lead students
into a false belief that we at Colby
are immune from serious crime.
We have been lucky oyer recent
years that instances of serious crime
have not appeared on our campus
but no one should be lulled into
over confidence and the mind set
I would like to compliment the
that "it can t happen here". Our sponsors of Jamaica-Me-Crazy.The
campus lies adjacent to an inter- dance raised $1000 and everyoneat
state highway that connects us the party had a great time. The
within hours to the most populated, dancers went from 9:00 until 1:00,
high crime areas in the nation.
moving and shaking to earn money
We at Colby must always be for UNICEF. Even faculty residents
aware of our own personal safety as Collen and Stan Nicholson showed
well as looking out for the safety of up after the Lovejoy Convocation
others. We mustalwaysbeonguard. to dance for the cause.
I do not want to create an air of
The Party was great and no one
paranoia in our community but feel needed alcohol to have fun, even
we should all develop a healthy though it wasavailable.The Heights
awareness of our surroundings. community room looked outstandAlways be aware of things around ing with all of the decorations, and
you.Alwaysthinkabdut whatcould the D.J.'s kept the place hopping.
happen. Have a plan and be preThe only problem wasthat more
pared. Call security if you see or people didn't take advantage of this
hear anything suspicious. With party. This
party offered a change
everyone'scontinued awarenesswe from the regular beer bashes at the
can continue to enjoy the level of Student Center, just what many of
security to which we are all accus- the students have been asking for.
tomed.
Congratulations again, I know

Securit y:
Colby Unsafe

Jamaica-Me
Happ y

Mark O. Van Valkenburgh
Director of Public Safety

that even while on duty, I had a
great time.

Ted Lambrecht 91

No Way Out
The Porcelain Throne. Kings and Queens have ruled
empires from them. They are often lavish , and are
usuall y created by mast er craftsmen.

Here at Colby however,it seems the designersof the bathroom thrones
(toilet stalls) drew their designs by free hand and pu t the doors on
backwards so they open in rather than out.
For a normal individual to attempt to leave a stall after accomplishing
their business you need to either'place one foot on the toilet rim, or do t he
two-foot straddle of the bowl while the door swings in,and from there you
are free.
It's little things like toilet doors that were designed by Harry Houdini
that make life a contest, day after day.
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OPINION
Junior Year Abroad Fee OK
grounds traveling to such diverse
places as Nepal or South America*
The newfee willhelp to underwrite
Colby's ability to overlook a student'sability to pay when he orshe
decides to goabroad,an important
facet of Colby's:commitment to
diversity*
Many studentstakefor granted
the "counseling" aspect of going
abroad*Dueto their major,or some
other reason, they:have a specific
school or country in mind when
they begin their app lication process. However,some students have
no idea where they want to study,
Matt Lehman
and need a great dealof counseling
THROWING STONES
to jfind a" program. In the past,
I consider goingabroad part of Colby could afford to absorb, this
the college experience, It exposes cost. But as more and more stua student to new perspectives. dents go abroad,at has become imColby also feels this way, and possible. And whether or not one
therefore, enables students on uses the counseling service, transfinancialaidto .transfertheirgrants fer of credits and fees, forwarding
toward going abroad. This is an course selection forms, and other
important wayto foster diversity processes generated by any student
and take away Colby's "rich kid" going abroad create a good deal of
stereotype. Going abroad used to paperwork. Five hundred dollars
be a playgroundawayfrom home might seem a bit stiff, but the fact
for well-off students, but today it remains that the service is there,
is quite different. Colby has stu- regardless of whether you use it exdents from all financial back- tensively or hardly at all, And

Por many,it was the sameold
complaint. Colby is charging a
incredible amoTtnt for a service it
should provide free, and there's
nothing that can.bedone aboutit.
The new subject of this familiar
complaint is a $500 "counseling
fee" being applied to-Colby students studying abroad at a school
other than one of the Colby affiliated programs. I ,too,, was taken
abadk-afc the announcement, but
when one looks beyond the
money, this fee is ju stifiable.

Anxiety about the "real world"
makes its way into every student's
heart at one point or another during his or her Colby career.Seniors
are particularly susceptible. The
need to find a job, a career, and a
whole new life is a scary thing, but
also a very exciting one. So why are
Colby students sofearful when they
talk about life after graduation?
Because, of all the educational
opportunities that Colby gives to
its students, it misses one important option: a view of this "real
world".
And the solution? Add the option of cooperative education to the
Colby curriculum. That is, give
each student a chance to apply his/
her classroom education to a semester-long job experience.
Many of us have heard about
co-op from friends at other schools
that have the program. At Northeastern, students must do a co-op
to graduate, so they institute a fiveyear-plan. This is a very successful
program,but one that might not be
applicable to Colby. Instead, why
not givejuniors the chance to choose
between a semester abroad or a
semester as an intern in their area of
study?

The Semester in Washington is
an example of how successful a
program like this could be, but
CooperativeEducationcanbedone
in all areas of study, such as business,medicine,or law. Colby needs
to take the success of the Washington semester and expand it to include all career opportunities.
Considering how many Colby
alumni offer internships and the
number of companies who understand Co-op students are a prime
personnel option, a program like
this could not fail.
The location of Colby is another
reason to take on-a cooperative
education program. Students going
into professions such as performing arts and journalism have little
opportunity to gain experience in
the Waterville area, but value
Colby's quality curriculum. And,
jud ging from the participation in
Junior Year Abroad, the chance to
study away from Colby is enjoyed
by most students.
Also, connections within one's
potential profession can be made.
Ask a college graduate how hard it
is to get into a large corporation or
competitive profession without
having any contacts. It's very difficult, and completely unnecessary,
if one can meet people through an
Co-op Continued on Page 10

about through several meetings.He
[Larry Rocca] was given
warnings...maybe never on paper
but certainlyyerl^ally ."Jeff wenton
to say that they "werenot willing to
Lori Moran
take the risk with Larry...and as
COMMENTARY
long as one person in the listening
audience is offended, something
must be done to change that."
By now,the hustle and bustle of
Is their idea of a change the fir- second semester sign-ups are over
ing of the single most important and left in the hands of our trusty
factor in Colby sports broadcast- registrar. It has always been a tense
ing? His track record speaks for time of the semester for stud ents.
itself.Before he arrived on the scene, Trying to devise the perfect schedsports broadcasting was just a fan- ule,deciding whether or not to drop
tasy. Through hard work and de- a major talking with advisors,gettermination, Larry brought sports ting signatures, and meeting deadbroadcasting to the campus. And lines is more frustration than stuthis is the thanks he gets? Ridicu- dents need in addition to the selous!
mester's usual workload.
And ridiculous is how Mike
Formost English majors,includViolatte, sports director of WTVL ing myself,however, it can be espein Waterville, describes this situ- cially frustrating trying to plan
Rocca Continued on Pa ge 10
schedules accordingly and still get

enough requirement credits for
graduation. Most upper level English courses are only three credits.
An English major has to take five
courses a semester just to get a mere
15credits. What does this say about
the English major? That the workload of English courses don't deserve four credits?
The government and history
departments offer their students
four-credit upper level course. This
way, they can get a substantial
amountofcreditspersemesterd^),
making it less difficult to fulfill tlie
120-credit graduation requirement.
Meanwhile English majors have to
worry about just squeaking by.
Professor John Sweney, ChairUnglish Continued on Page 10

because there is no clear way to
gauge howjymchit would cost for
each studesnt individually, e.g.
charging "by thehour, a flat fee is
necessary.
But 1do have one qualm with
the charge.It should not bebiased
towards Colby programs, The
decision of whereto go abroad is
an important one, and a student
should have no strings attached
whenmakirtgit. Certainly, Colby
wants to attract students into its
programs, but it shouldn't blackmail thern. The fee, since it is
large, could factor into some students decisions, If Colby wishes
to charged fee, it should be across
the board for alt students going
abroad.
The fee might become a hot is^
sue, becauseit is an easytargetfor
Colbystudents tolet out their frustration over some of the stupendous monetary demands that
Colby makes. But on further examination it makes sense mainly
because it allows all Colby students the ability to study abroad,
Believeit ornot,Iactuallydoagree
with the administration on this
one.Q

Ra dio Dull Without Rocca
did to Colby Sports broadcasting
what Doug Flutie did to Boston
College Football . Larry was what
As 1 flipped through the radio Doug was, an impact player. He
dial last Sunday night, I found brought life, wisdom, and most of
myself reminiscing about last year. all personalityto Colby sports. And
In particular, I remember Sunday just as Boston College fizzled out
nights at 10 o'clock when Larry after Doug left,so will 'MHB sports
Roccaand Brian Battinghosted their without Larry. He should be alweekly show "Sportsrap." It was lowed to broadcast until a diploma
the one bright spot in an otherwise makes him leave,if only to teach his
dull and uninteresting radio sta- predecessors the fine art of broadtion. For two hours, they would casting. Firing him half-way
bring you up-to-date on the weekly through his last semester at Colby
sporting events. From the Super is a disgrace not only to Larry himBowl to the CBB to the "Pet-Peeve self, but to the radio station as a
of the Week", Larry and Brian did whole.
more than just inform, they enterJeff Cox, the assistant general
tained .Unfortunately, welost Brian manager of WHMB told me that
to graduation last spring. And even while sports broadcasting is a primore unfortunate to the sports ority of the radio station, "Larry
community of Colby,we lost Larry Rocca was not."The decision to fire
Rocca.
Larry was one made by the entire
To put Larry in perspective, he board [of MHB]...and it wasthought
Paul Argiro
COMMENTARY

Co-op Should Be
Adde d To Curricu lum
Amy Havel

COMMENTARY

English Maj ors
Short Changed

On
The
Student
s
Street
How would y ou f eel if ROTC were reinstated at Colby ?
Mike Genco, '93:
"It would give more students the
opportunity to come to Colby with
a scholarship and they'd have more
options open to them when they
graduate, going into the service, or
whatever."

Kate Kane, '92:
"It would be a good idea because
people here don't have t oo many
options. I think it cuts down on
t u it ion and gives you morebenofits
when you graduate. I don't know
why they wouldn't
havo it in
tho first place."

Sally Armbrecht,'90:
"I do feel that we're here to learn
about di fferen t options available,
but I don't think Colby is the place
for an ROTC program."

Andy Kearns/93:
"I don't careif it's (ROTC)here. It's
the person's choice if they want to
do it. I don't agree with it, but I can 't
put down people for wanting to do
It."

Margaret Russell, '92:
"I believe in the right of choice for
the military and I think the stu^
dents at Colby should have
this
choice. But one thing you havetobe
cafeful of is a push for this to be
used as financial aid. It should be
tho student's choice."
photos by J ennif er Brackelt

Co-op

known? With knowledge to be
gained through co-op, the combicontinued from page 9
nation of a Colby education and the
"real world" could produce people
internship.
The experience behind partici- with a real sense of direction for the
pating in a cooperative education future, instead of post-graduation
program not only looks good on a svndromelD
resume ("someexperienceneeded"
is the most common phrase in the
want ads), but it helps a student to
gain some confidence in his or her continued from page 9
skills. Colby graduates intelligent man of the English Department,
adults who can compete with any says that three credits has always
in the nation, but grades and aver- been the standard for English
ages matter less than the ability to courses and that in order for acourse
use the knowledge we've learned. to be given four credits, it would
So why not complete the quality have to entail additional work. But
education for which Colby is the English major itself entails

English
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endless amounts of papers,numer
ous outside readings in addition to
the texts, understanding of literary
masterpieces, and regular contribution to class discussions. Why
wouldn't that warrant four credits?
Sweney said the department is
in the process of re-evaluating the
curriculum and will consider the
credit issue. Let me offer a few
suggestions. Designating all uppei
level English courses receive fou:
credits wouldn't be too problem
atic and would only give Englisl
majors what they deserve. But i
that can't be done,how about giv
ing students the option of a three o
four credit course? This way, stu
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dents could earn four credits simply by doing an additional project
or earn three credits by completing
only what the professor has scheduled for the course. Either way, at
least students ha^ve a choice. They
can meet their requirements

through their own discretion and at
their own pace.
,
English is a very versatile and
useful major that requires hard
workand dedication.It'sabout aime
English majors got what we dese'rveQ.

Rocca

you,still being students at a school,
are under more of a dictatorship.
Some of your freedoms of speech
and freedoms of the press aren't so
free."
Bingo, Mike! Can't 'MHBadnut
that Larry'sbasic rights,as stated in
our Constitution, have been clearly
violated? Can't they come to grips
with the fact that a great majority of
listeners miss the sound of Rocca's
play-by-play commentary? And if
a student petition is started to "get
Larry back on the air-which is
rumored at this time-will the hierarchy of 'MHB listen? Probably

continued from page 9
ation. He had heard about Larry
Rocca's "Sportsrap" and now has
his own sports talk show which he
now bills as "the only sports talk
show, in Central Maine." When I
told hint that "Sportsrap" had been
canned last spring and Larry Rocca
had been canned last week, he
couldn't understand. He had no
explanation for it except to say, "As
a radio station in Waterville, I am
under more of a democracy. But

not.Q
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According to the latest figure s,
Anu 'i'ica is nww importin g almost 5(1 perc ent of nil the oil we
use. II our oil imports continue
to rise , another energ y cr isis
could be tri gge red , one that
could hold
America 's economy
hoMiij ^c ag ain ,
But the mare we use nuclear
energ y' instead of imported oil ,
to generate electricit y, the less
we have to depend on forei gn
na tiHiis.
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dence by relying more on our
own resources , like nuclear ener gy
For a free booklet on nucleat
energ y,write to the
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Nuclear energy means more energy independence
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Our 112 nuclear electric plants
alread y have cut foreign oil
dependence by 4 billion barrels
since the oil embar go of 1973,
sav ing us more than $115 bil lion
in foreign oil payments.
But 112 nuclea r plants will not
be enough to meet our growin g
electricity demand. More plants
are needed.
Wc can hel p keep America
from bein g held hosta ge and
maintain our energy indepen- '
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I a division of McQuad e Enterprises, Inc.

For All Your Travel
Needs!!!
207-878.3456

COLBY COLLEGE • ROBERT'S UNION
WATERVIL LE , MAINE 04901
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1989 THANKSGIVING RECESS
Pinfno Hal { Schedule
f

Tuesda y . Novem ber 21

Break fast

Regular Hours All Halls

Lunch

Regular.Hours All Halls

Dinner

Johnson/Chaplin
Lovejoy
. . Mary Low

. ¦ '-

Closed
Closed
5:00-6:30

The Spa will close it's normal business operation on Tuesday,November 21 ,
at 1:45 p.m. and will reopen on Monday,November 27 ,at 9 a.m.
Wednesda y . Novem ber 22
Meals for members of the Board Plan will be available at the Spa from:
11 am. - 1 p.m.
&
Thanks givi ng Day . November 25

.
|
|4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Students planning to stay on campus must contact the Dean's off ice by Monday ,November 20,to
make ar rangements for reimbursement for breakfast and lunch on Thanksgiving Day.
Thanksgiving Day dinner is by reservation only and will be at the Holiday Inn. Arrangements must
be made with the Dean's office by Monday ,November 20,to attend this dinner.
Friday . November 24. and Saturda y . Novem ber 25
Meals for members of the Board Plan will be available at the Spa from:
1 1 am. - 1 p.m.

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

&
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„, Su nday . Novem ber 26

12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Johnson/Chaplin
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Monday , Novem ber 27
Normal Board Operating Schedules resume.
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERS ONALS
Help Wanted

A Free Gift just for calling plus
raise up to $1700 in only 10 days!
Student groups needed for marketing project on campus. For
details plus a Free Gidft, group
officers call 1-800-950-8472
Campus Reps Needed. Earn Big
Commissions and free trips by
selling Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun,Mexico,Jamaica and ski
trips to Vermont and Colorado.
For more information call toll
free 1-80&344-8360 or in CT 203937-3330.
Cruise Shop Jobs. Hiring MenWomen. Summer/Year round.
Photographers, Tour Guides,
Recreation Personnel. Excellent
pay plus free travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Baha m as,South Pacific,
Mexico. Call Now! Call Refundable. 1-206-736-0775 Ext. 1059J

Bahamas, Bermuda, Rio, etc)
Vacation Planners 1-800-47PARTY (IO AM-TPM).
Spring Break 1990 - Individual
or students organization needed
to promote our Spring Break
Trips.Earn money,free trips,and
valuable work experience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
Attention : Earn money reading
books. $32,000/year income
potential. Details. 1-602-838-8885
Attention: Hiring! Government
jobs in you area. Many immediate openingswithout waitinglist
or test. $17,840- $69,485. Call 1602-838-8885. Ext. R18399.

Services
Offered

Will do typing/ word processing in my home. Reasonable
rates. Contact Gloria Veiliux, 3
China Road,WinslowME or call
872-5031

Attention - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes,. Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8858 EXT. A 18399

For Sale

Racing Stock Skis for sale. K2 VO
max with Salomon 737 binding?.
Edges are in excellent condition.
Only $175. Call Sean at ext. 3080
Attention - GOVERNMENT
Low 370.
HOMES f rom $1 (U-repair). or see skis in Mary
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-6-2-838-8858 Ext.
GH 18399
Sugarloaf Condo- Roommates
wanied to share brand new fur9 piece living rjoom set. 1 couch, nished condo on mountain. $850
1loveseat, 1 chai r, 2 end tables,1 for season weekends, $1,250 for
coffee table, 2 lamps, I armchair. full-time. Call Glen at 782-1812.
$700/set. Call John at 872-8700
days and 873-7358 eves.

For Kent

Personals Policy
Personal Ads cost $1 each for 30
words or less. Only first names or
initials may be used. All submissions must include an accurate
name, address and phon e number
for verification.
Notice :

1984 Yamaha 700 Virago. 9,000
miles,exc cond.Alwaysgaraged.
Asking $1,100 or b/o. Call John
at 872-8700 days, 873-7350 eves.

TEACH AMERICA is looking for a campus
Spring Break Sales Representa- Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that
representative. Teach America ; is a new ortives. Average $3,500 commis- special som eone toda y! Call
ganization founded on the principles Peace
sions, part time, flexible hours, DATETIME (405) 366-6335 *
plus free vacations (Cancun,
Corps uses to bring bright stu dents int o rural
areas and cities in America with teacher shortages to teach for a commitment of two years.
A Campus representative will be responsible
f or educating the student on the education al
crisis in America and the TEACH AMERICA
program. They must be available for a nation al conference with other representatives
J!
the weekend of December First. If you are
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THIS WEEKEND
Friday - $1.25/game All Day, PLUS
et a ® tr <e w a Recl ead n
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and
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Games.
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All Day
\ j H^gfl ^Jsalurday - Open Bowling
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WE'D LIKE TO DEUVER

THIS HOT LITTLENUMBER
In pizza, it's got to be hot to be good. And ours is always'hot because we
deliver in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed.
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9 Pins down, counts as a strike
cash & prizes

7 p.m. - Rainbow Bowling

specific colored pin combos
win cash & prizes - register at 6:30 p.m.

9:30 & 10:30 - Bowl Buster Drawings
Win Big Cash Prizes
11 p.m.-1 a.m. - FREE Games
for a Red head pin strike
Sunday - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
tnF ft
¦
Open Lanes All Day
D
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W. River Road
9 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Waterville
Located across from Thomas College Q "T O O T O €1
(afte r Jade Island)
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!¦ Dinner

MEEK

pizza and four
boMos of Cola
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for only $0.49.
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One coupon oer pizza..
Expires
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Valid al panic Ipnllng moroi only. Not valid wllh any olhor o4lor. Prices may vary.
Cualomer payi applicable naloi Ian. Llmlled delivery area. Our driven carry Ian
than IJOOO. (21080 Domino ' Plus, Inc.
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873-0100
m t,0BX

Flower Shop
Xmas Mail Order
Wreathes & Gifts

$?*
£
Waterville

Opon ¦
lor Lunch
11am 1am SwvThura
11 am - 2am Fri a Sat

au

Dorm pibwer Deliveries

world Wide Wire Service
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Perennial
Gar d ens
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"BELGRADE LAKES , MAINE 04918
20 Minutes from Colby
V-'

, .

(207) 495-3581
' "

David & Linda Gomcau

All Major Credit Card s Accepted

Young

Continued fromp age 15 .
and seniors. We will be very
competitive as a team/' said
Serdjenian.
"Watch out for us next year,"
said an enthusiastic Oppenheimer,
¦who scored the game whining goal
against Conn. College. "Our strong
point is that we play as a team. We
don't haveany Ail-Americanplayer
-to go to. If we are going to win,it's
going to be as a team."
The Mules will miss one key
player,however.Senior captain Rob
Hyland has suited up for Colby's
soccer program for the Last time.

Pastor Bud
Continued frompage 6
expectations. What happens, happens. This means only one thing:
they play for the sheer joy of it.
This attitude is translated into
Pastor Bud's music and made Saturday at Foss really enjoyable. In
fact,Pasor Bud wouldn't stop playing. Because of an altercation with
Foss Head Resident and Echo ManagingEditorJanetBoudreauregarding what time the music should
stop, band member Scudder Kelvie
hasbeen banned from campusuntil
May 1990 for "innapropriate behavior, according to Dean Mark
Serdjenian.
Pastor Bud seemsto haveasemicult following here at Colby. At the
Coffeehouse last semester, they
played to a packed audience, full of
excitement. Pastor Bud invited the
Horns Of Passion to play with them,
and together the bands played

Watson

Continued from p age1

up against other graduating seniors from primarily small, fouryear, liberal arts colleges across the
country. Mclntyre says that any
number of Colby candidates could
be accepted, but the committee is
sometimes unpredictable.

Scam

Continued from page 1
will immediatelyhangup. This time,
however,the salespeople somehow
acquired enough information to go
through with the scam and try to

"We're going to miss him very
much,", said Oppenheimer, who
played in the samebackfield as Hyland.
On offense, sophomore striker
Chris Flintled theMulesorice again
this year, tallying nine goals and
two assists. Midfielder Brian Wiercinski, also a sophomore, scored
one goal and assisted on nine others. Seven of those assists came off
histhrow-iris,a dangerousweapon
into the goal area.
Sophomore goalkeepers Jim
Condron (seven games, two shutouts, 1.5 goals against avg.) and
Jason Eslick (seven games, three
jazzed-up songs.
The two bands did a wonderful
version of the "Peter Gurtn Theme"
and also an innovative version of
Bob Dylan's "All Along The Watchtower". The Coffeehouse walls virtually bulged with that big band
sound combined withgood old rock
and roll.
On Saturday,I saw an even better side of Pastor Bud. Theyproved
thattheycould play to amuchlarger
audience, and hold their own. No
single member of the band took the
spotlight.
There were amazing guitar
pieces followed by great bass playing backed bythe beatof the drums.
All three members worked well together and later in the eveningwhen
theHornsOf Passion returned for a
guest appearance, the show really
took off , filling the large hall with
music.
Not bad for a last-minuteband
playing for a bunch of people wearing last-minute costumes.Q

"They could select all four or
they could select none,"he said.
Although the purpose of the The
Watson Fellowship,which isnamed
after Thomas Watson, long-time
president-CEO of IBM,is academic,
Mclntyre points out that it is also a
time to explore oneself, and it is not
affiliated with a regulated academic*
program. It is specified, however
that recipients rhust pursue an ac
tivity outside the United States.Q

Finals

shutouts, 1.14 goals against avg.)
were consistently excellent in the
net,as wasthe defense,which consisted of Hyland, Oppenheimer,
Colin MacArthur and PatReed,who
rose to the oxyasion when starter
Niles Parker was knocked out for
the season,
If this team is going to compete
with NewEngland soccer elites such
as Williams next year,it will have to
overcome its poor road record. The
team posted a 2-4-1 record away
from Mayflower Hill this season.
They were also 6-0 in games when
they scored first,and 1-6-1in games
they did not.Q

Continuedfromp age15 ¦
our own end because of her,"
LaLibeity said.
Keyoffensive players havebeem
Charlotte Reece, at left wing, and
'Woody' Widronak, who played
striker. Both are juniors and each
have scored six goals with two assists apiece. "They are such different players which means it gives
thedefensesdifferentkindsof:problems," LaLiberty said.
Theteam,consistingof only five

,

___—,

__
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seniors, is not without depth. "For
every position there's two to three
people who can fill the shoes for
that position,"said Widronak,who
is looking forward to playing next
year.
"There's definitely great promise for the next few years under
Coach LaLiberty," Sonja Wiberg
said. She attributes much of the
team's success to LaLiberty, who
began coaching the squad four years
ago. "I think we all realize how
much we improved not only this
year, but over the past few years,"
she said.Q
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Smith Barney 's
Corporate Finance Division
is actively soliciting
graduating students
from

send outrageouslypriced supplies.
Hart said that Channel 5 television ran a story on this typeof business scam a couple of weeks ago.
Colby was not included in the

story.?

Colby College
Class of 1990
Please submit resumes to tlie Office of Career Services
for our Anal yst Program in investment banking .

If yousmoke4000hoursayear,
stoppingfor 24won't killyou*
In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join
millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.
Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.
For more information, call i-8O0-ACS-2345.

The Great American Smokeout ^

Informa tion Session

on Campus

7 :00 PM
Sunday, November 12, 1989
Robins Room—Rober ts Union
(All classes invited)

Smith Barney; Harris Upham & Co.
Incorpora t ed

NOTA BLES
Col by vs. Middleb ury

SCOREBOARD

*Mulesgo to 3-4 with 43-22 drumming of 1-5-1 Panthers
*Colby builds a 36-7 halftime advantage, never looks back
*offense generates 361 total yards, 230 on the ground, 131 in the air
'junior fullback Jon Bartlett rushes for 99 yards on 17 carries, TD runs
of 5, 15, and 5 yards
*senior tailback Brian Cooley gains 94yards in 14rushes,second among
the NESCAC rushing leaders
*seniqr quarterback Chris White runs for two TD's, throws for another
*seniof tight end Steve Chmielewski grabs his first TD of the season
*Muledefense forces five Panther fumbles,three lead to Colby scoring
drives
*sophomores Len Baker and Jim Dionizio lead the team in tackles with
10 each
*sophomore Peter Sandblom hits five of five PAT attempts, also recovers a Middlebury fumble

WOMEN'S SOCCER: 7-4-4
A*
Nov. 4-5 Nl AC Tournament
J *tb
^
Middlebury 0 (OT shootout) dm
. Col by 1
Colby O
Williams 1
^j / \
*
SEASON COMPLETE
?
^S^M
FOOTB ALL: 3-4
%£
Middlebury 22
§BL? Nov. 4 Colby 43
Next: Nov. 11 vs. Bowdoin...rioon
4^Sff

CBB

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY :
Nov. 4 EC AC Champ ionships at Colby - 7th of 16 teams Jill Vollweiler 3rd overall
Next: Nov. 11 New England Division III Champ ionships and
NCAA qualifier at- S.E. Mass. U.
*.
*
•
^^A_ MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Nov. 4 ECAC Champ ionships at Colby - ran J.V. team,
finished 16th of 22 teams - Kent Thompson 9th overal l
Next: Nov. 11 New England Division III Championships at
S.E. Mass. \U.
j
FIELD HOCKEY: 6-4
/ -^T.-^
SEASON COMPLETE >^£ "
^
—Hp)
"'" '

Continued fr omp a g e16

The budget issue is one that
circulates throughout Colby'ssystem, squeezing academic, social
and athletic functions, as tuition
continues to rise. Budget figures
are not available to the public,
however and the Echo was unable to gain access to any monet ary distributions within the athletic department.
However,Athletic Director Dick
Whitmore said "it appeared that
each team is receiving equal budgets. We are striving for equality
and the figures for each team show
that they are pretty close, right
down to the dollar. Besides this,
the major goal we want to have is
to have the opportunity to offer
the best sports for as many as we
possibly can."
In addition, women feel a
division exists between themselves and their male counterparts
in the athletic program.
One junior female lacrosse
player said, "I think there is a lot
of continuity and closeness
amongst the teammates, but I
don't feel as though 'Colby Athletics' has any sort of continuity
to it. I think this leads to some

-^

MEN'S SOCCER: 7-6-1
SEASON COMPLETE
"Y

WOMEN'S TENNIS: ' 7-2
SEASON COMPLETE

rw

GOLF:
SEASON COMPLETE

Women

Continuedt f romp a g e16

against everybody," he said.
Colby's defense will be attempting to stop that run, and
withthe recentstrongplay of Len
Baker and Mike Eisenstadt, their
chances look good. q>
The Mule offense also appears
well prepared for Bowdoin.While
the Polar Bear defense completely
shut down the Tufts wishbone
earlier this season (which ran all
over Colby's D in a 45-19 Tufts
victory), they will have to adjust
to a more wide-open option run
by Colby quarterback Chris
White.
Colby's offense has now
amassed over2000yardsthis season, and while that total is not
especially impressive, one must
realize that Colby is a 3 -4 team.
An offense that started out slowly
this year is finally playing up to
its capabilities, and if they are
able enough to continuethistrend
on Saturday, they should win
against Bowdoin.
There are a few Polar Bear
players that Colby must watch,
however. Terry Pedigy and Scott
Wilkin, two strong defensive
ends, are "a handful," according
to Austin.
Agreeing with his coach, sen-

misunderstanding of how the
system works, and to , some resentment toward s men's teams
which seembetter organized,and
funded ."
Senior basketball players
Maeve Costin and Claire
DeAngelis feel there is very little
support for female athletes at
Colby.
"Obviously something needs
to change," said Costin. "If there
is no support it is pretty difficult
to keep the program motivated
and hence more difficult to attract the kind of student-athletes
Colby need s for successful athletic programs."
DeAngelis said that while
crowd support and school spirit
are very important in a winning
program , "It's tough to play in
front of a crowd that's only there
to get a good seat for the men's
game. The difficult thing is that
we need support now, not after
we 've become successful."
Compared to other schools
Colby is way aheadintheirdevel opm ont of women's athletics,a nd
this development has been fostered in part by quality efforts
from athletic directors such as
Dick McGec and Whitmore.
However, wom en's athletics

__ , _ _ .

associated with and surrounded
by people who care as much as I
do. Women at Colby expect the
most from themselves and from
this program. I think others
should expect as much from
them/'Q

at Colby needs more support to
achieve equality with the men's
program.
As junior field hockey and
lacrosse player Andrea Solomita
said, "I am very proud to be an
athlete at Colby. I am proud to be

~
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lor tight end Steve Chmielewski
believes that Bowdoin does have
"good interior men," but added
that "if (junior offensive tackle
Carmine) Colarusso plays well,
we can stop them."
Sophomore defensive back
Mitch Rogers feels that Colby has
beendominating their opponents
physically of late and hopes' the
team can continue to do so.
Another fact that comes into
play this Saturday is the chance to
repeat as CBB champions. Since
the inception of this little conference within a conference, Colby
has never successfully defended
a championship.
With Colby alread y having
beaten Bates,and since Bates beat
Bowdoin last week,the Mules at
the very least havealready earned
a one-third share of the title. With
a win over Bowdoin, the home
team can win the championship
outright and pass another Colby
milestone along the way. Even
Bates Coach Web Harrison gives
Colby a "real good chance," and
admits that Colby has "a little too
much offense for Bowdoin right
now."
The football team will mark a
second straight quality season
with a win on Saturday against
Bowdoin. And, with the powerof
the offense, led by senior tailback
Brian Cooley (currently the second leading rusher in NESCAC),
the White Mules can beat Bowdoin for the second straight year,
earn a second .500 season, and
successfully defend their CBB
crown.Q
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The Critical Point Young Squad Promising
By Randy Yarlas
COMMENTARY

Like most other Colby sports fans, I'vespent this fall watching and
evaluating the football team. I've read the articles and I've seen the
statistics, and one name that jumps out at me is Jay Olson. Why /ayOlson?
I'm sure some of you will recall last year'sincident in which Olson
was Stripped of has football captaincy. However, my intention in
writing this piece is not to rehash last yiear's controversy or even to
question the decision. Lef s face it, what's done is done.
. My point is simply this.Jay Olson loves the gameof football -it ishis
favorite extra-curricularactivity,next to baseball.And losing your captaincyis not an easy thing to take. It is punishment, and I realize that.
But nonetheless, having to return to Colby football as an ordinary
player cart Hit sojneonelike Olson right in the heart .It would have been
so easy for him to giveup on the team. Why should he play hishardest?
The administration made a public spectacle out of him, so why should
he participate in anything that would benefit the school?
- I'lltell you why-BecauseJay Olson understandsfhe true spiritofthe
game. And if anything,he deserves credit for this.
In essence, Olson has illustrated how to put aside arty personal
problems and to maintain total concentration ontheballfield. This may
be expected of prof essional athletes, but worthy of special recognition
among collegeathletes, who play merely for the excitement and enjoy*
ment of the game. :
Instead of making the worst of a situation, he has made thebest of
it.
"Losing captaincy and playing is better than net playing at all,*he
said. And lef s face it,It doesn't take a title such as "captain"to be a
proven leader. Even Coach Tom Austin will admit that. "Jay has been
a leader of this team for a long time. This year is exceptional," No kidding. Olson's seven interceptions this year have put him among the
nation's best.
This Saturday,;the Colby Mules will put the finishing touches on
their season with a game against Bowdoin and a chance to repeat as
CBBchampions.Jay Olson has paid his dues,and should be credited for
an excellent season. 1 feel that his performance this season merits his
being named a tri-<aptain for this his final game. This should be' the
rnemory that Olson takes with him as he leaves the gridiron for the last
time;as a true competitor, and a winnerD -- - •
-< "

By David Roderick
STAl'F writer
Although the Colby men's soccer team has not been the focus of
much attention this season due to
the successes of the football team
and women's soccer and tennis
teams, they have quietly done
something they were not able to accomplish in their past three seasons. They posted a 7-6-1 record,
giving them their first winning
season since 1985.
Not only has the team posted a
winning season,but they have also
placed themselves in a position to
become one of the premier soccer
teams in NewEngland next season.
The seven frosh who started last
year all returned to start this season. Last year the team made some
"rookie mistakes," but this season
they have gelled into a cohesive
unit.
"We have finally turned the
corner," said Coach Mark
Serdjenian, who has coached the
soccer program to eight winning
seasons in the last 12 years.
Sophomore defender Doug
Oppenheimer agreed stating, "We
have increased our momentum this
season because we realized that we
have a really good team. Because
we have played with each other for
a season and we are all really good
friends, we know what to expect
from each other on the field."
Referring to hi steam's finish last
season (when they won five of their
last eight games),Serdjenian added,
"we have finally made it over the
hump this season. I think the team

feels that if one or two games had College wasranked seventh in New
gone differently, we might have England at the time.
made it to the ICAC tournament."
The Mules then dropped three
The team's turning point in the games in a row to Bowdoin,
season came after a difficult 1-0 loss U.Maine and Bates before beating
at Tufts, which dropped their rec- Thomas in their final game to preord to 3-3-1. After this game, how- serve their winning season. The
ever, the Mules reeled off four coach and players, however, are
straight victories, over U.S.M., already looking to next year.
Clark, Maine Maritime, and Con"I saw the progress I was hopnecticut College. Serdjenian said the ing to see this year, and next year
last win of the streak was the big- we have a strong nudeus of juniors
Young Continued on p a g e13
gest of the season, because Conn.

Colby Women M ake

Soccer Finals

was able to score its only goal.
"They're a very good team, quick.
Bythesecondhalf,theyhad stronger
legs than we did," said LaLiberty.
With such minimal scoring on
Having completing their regular season at 6-4-5, the Women's both teams, credit can be given to
soccer team advanced to the New the fullbacks as well as goalie
England Intercollegiate Athletic Meredith Johnson, a sophomore,
Conference Championships at Wil- with 19 saves against Williams. "She
liams College this past weekend. has got to be considered one of the
Seeded third, Colby showed that best Division III goalies in New
they werecompetitiveby defeating England," said LaLiberty,who also
second seeded Middlebury and believes the entire defense hasbeen
their strength in the second half of
earning the title of NIAC finalist.
the
season.
After tying Middlebury in two
Tlie
threatening Mule defense
over-times at 0-0 and in a series of
penalty kicks at 2-2,the Lady Mules consisted of Sonja Wiberg, tri-capadvanced to the finals after Marga- tain, at left wing back, Nancy Penret Igoe scored the winning goal in rose at right wing back, Heather
a round of sudden death penalty Glynn at sweeper, and stopper
Catherine Donovan, who swapped
kicks.
"Middlebury was probably the position with Margaret Clymer for
highlight of the year. The moment the final few games.
Catherine Donovan (a first year
we really peaked as a team,"Colby
student from Abington, Ma.) is a
Coach David LaLiberty said.
very
good ball handler and a tough
Challenged by first seeded Wildefender.
We wereable to play with
liams College, the Mules kept the
much
more
control coming out of
score even at 0-0 until the latter part
Fina ls Continued on page 33
of the second half when Williams
By Karen Lipman
STAFF WRITER

Water Polo Nets Second I Think
Strai ght N.E. Crown
complete player in the conference."
By Tim Groves
The play of Johnson and his teamCONTRIBUTING WRITER
mates so frustrated WPI's leading
scorer, known as Uurk the Turk'
because of his past experience on
the Turkish national team, that he
A potential water polo dynasty was thrown out of the match.
Colby ran away with the contest
is on the rise at Colby rivalling the
water sports programs at big-name, by taking advantage of power-play
West Coast glamour schools, such opportunities outscoring the oppoas U.C.L.A. or Stanford . The Colby sition 9-4 in the second half. Aside
College Water Polo Club captured from Johnsons tallies, goals were
its second consecutive NESCWPC also chalked up by Chris Wilder
(N ew England Small College Wa- C93), Ron Thompson ('92), Blake
ter Polo Conference) crown Octo- Liebert ('91), and Sekulow ('90) .
In the final round of the tournaber 28-29.
After finishing a close second in ment, Colby squared off against an
the conference three years ago in impressive Wesleyan squad,which
the club's inaugural season, the had battled its way to the title match
team has really taken off, as the by defeating Bridgewater State and
Bates. Colby never trailed in the
recent two titles indicate,
This victory in the two-day, finale, as defensive specialist Mike
round robin tournament was by no Downes ('92) and goalie Jay
means an upset for the Mules, who Collins('93) effectively stymied the
were tabbed as the tourney's num- Cardinal's attempts on offense.
Downes did the dirty work,
ber one seed after posting a 4-0
record in league play. NESCWPC denying Wesleyan any inside peneentries include teams from Bates, tration, and Colli ns was superb in
Bridgewater State, Colby, Holy net, turning away numerous outCross, Trinity, Wesleyan, and WPI. side shots. To its credit, the
Af ter a first round bye, Colby Wesleyan club was able to keep the
routed WPI 14-8 irtthe semi-finals. score close for much of the game.
This match showcased the talents However, Colby would not be
of high-scoring sophomore Eric denied, and a fourth quarter surge
Johnson , who team captain Peter put the final nail in the Cardinal's
Sckulow praised as " the most coffin.

As for the future of this budding
dynasty, it seems that the team
members are quite happy to continue at the club level.
"We're really content with how
we are playing as a club,and I don't
foresee us seeking varsity status in
the near future," said Sekulow.
However, the team is setting
its sights on the possibility of an
informal spring season, and after
one more fall season in NESCWPC,
a moveto a more competitiveleague
is planned. Another plus for the
club will be the future purchase of
two new goals, which will enable
Colby to host games for the first
time.
Things are going well for Colby
Water Polo, and they look to get
even better. ?
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ptoto by Bob Lia n
J unior Kent Thompson was Colby 's top finisher in l ast Saturday 's ECAC
meet held at Colby.
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This week's coveted Devastator award goes to junior Jon "TD"

Bartlett, who played a key role in sparkin g the White Mule gridders to
a 43-22 spanking of Middlebury last Saturday. The s- io", 195 n> fullback from

H ingh am, MA ran for 99 yards in 17 carries and three touchdowns. His TD runs of 5, 15,an d 5 yards all came
i n t he first half ,and helped his team to build 936>7 halftime advantage. "He was our MVP today," said one
teammate, and The Echo sports staff agrees. For making swiss cheese out of the Middlebury defense, The Echo
sports department proudly presents Jon. with the distinguished title of Devastator of the Wcek.Q cA /p
^

Field Hockey Gets
Stood Up At Tourney
sive 8-2 record last year, the
women's field hockey team did not
By Hal Paul
receive
a bid to the play-offs beSTAFF WHITES
cause the strength of their schedule
left those on selection committees
Colby's Fieldhockey team did skeptical about the team's abilities.
its part for the Blue and Gray this As a result,the team in August set
season by going 6-4, a record good two goals for this season: to achieve
enough to award the squad a a winning record against this year's
number one seed in the N.1.A.C stronger competition and get an
tournament. But, the team's tour- invitation to a post-season tournanament berth wasshort-lived as all ment.
other teams scheduled to compete
Middlebury, Trinity, and
in thetournamentwithdrew,claim- Wesleyan were among the teams
ing they did not want to travel to who refused N.IA.C.'sbid . .
Waterville to play.
Athletic DirectorDickWhitmore
In the wake of this disappoint- said, "Colby is thinking seriously
ing and frustrating blow, the Lady about pulling out of the N.I.A.C.
Mulescontinuetowonder howthey We don't want situations like this
might havefaired against rival New happening to our other teams."
England colleges.
The team was beginning to hit
"The most difficult thing as a its peak by the end of the season,
coach was to tell my team that they coming off a two-game sweep of
were the number one seed in a Trinity and Wesleyan in Connectitournament but no one wanted to cut. Unfortunately,the season came
come play them. The team, espe- to an abrupt and premature end.
cially the seniors, deserve better,"
Junior AndreaSolomita,who led
said Coach Deb Pluck.
the team in scoring with seven goals
Although amassing an impres- and one assist, believes that "the

Mules Set
To Defend
CBB Title,
Record

team was playing its best hockey in
three years."
The team outscored its opponents 17-13 this season, with strong
play coming from senior tri-captains Emilie Davis, Liz LeRoy, and
Jodi Brown. LeRoy had 136 interceptions and tackles for the season
and Davis set a school record with
163,breaking the one-gamerecord
with 28 against Trinity.
The team will not be losing any
strikers from this year's team, but
does have holes to fill in the de-;
fense. Filling the holes vacated by
graduating seniors "is not a question of can they be replaced," said
Pluck, "because they must be replaced for us to improve on this
year." Developing junior varsityplayers will add to a strong core of
returning players next year.
Still,the graduating seniors will
be missed. "I have never been associated with a team more intense or
talented," said Solomita. "It is difficult to express how much the senior
captains have contributed to the
team/'Q

The Second In A Series On Women 's
Athletics At Colby

of quality athletes,not necessarily
a product of the athletic departASST. SPORTS EDITOR
ment. The program isn't bad,but I
often feel that it is taken less seriWomen athletes at Colby are ously than the men's program."
Assistant AthleticDirectorDeb
upset and frustrated. In a recent
Pluck
said the problem lies not
Echo poll of 20 women competitors, the female athletes said that only with possible administrative
while their program is growing, favoritism, but in scheduling difmen still get most of the money, ficulties, lack of media coverage
coverage and attention from the and in Colby's mileagefrom many
other schools.
athletic department.
"I think women's athletics are
The complaints focused on
really
moving up in the areas of
three points contributing to their
fields,
coaches, equipment, etc.,"
sub par feelings toward the department - the lack of coverage by said Pluck, "but I think a huge
local media and the Echo, men's problem for the athletes is lack of
teams receiving an unfair amount (media)coverage right here on
of the budget, and the.failure to their own campus. I know that
respond to evaluations athletes people downtown may not be as
turn in at the end of their respec- excited about field hockey as they
are about basketball, but they
tive seasons. "" "
The quality of women's ath- should be able to see it on their
leticsis definitely improving,"said own campus."
And the distance factor is alone junior soccer player. "Howmost
as much of a problem, cited
ever, no matter how far they go in
Pluck.
'The fact remains that
the tournaments,the men's teams,
people
don't
want to come all the
football especially,will getthe lead
way
up
to
Maine.
With shrinking
in the paper."
budgets,
it's
tough
for an athletic
These sentiments are echoed
by junior Laura Longsworth, "The director to rationalize one team
women's athletic teams at Colby going to Maine, staying in a hotel
College are generally very strong and eating meals," she said.
Women continued on page14
teams. I think this is more a result

By Billy Goodman

Touchdown !

By Peter McElroy
STAFF WRITER
Colby football stands to finish
their season with a 4-4 record if
they can capture another win this
weekend.
The White Mules have really
put it together in their last two
games,both offensively and defensively,and if both units play to win
oh Saturday,, Colby can finish with
its second consecutive .500 season a credible accomplishment for Head
Coach Tom Austin's team.
Against Middlebury last weekend, all cylinders were firing and
Colby dominated play both physically and mentally. In beating the
Panthers 43-22, Colby (especially
the offense) showed that when the
team comes together,they can play
well and win.
v Colby has an extremely "explosive offense," an d has done a "nice
job with the option," says Bowdoin
Coach Howard Vandersca . The
Bowdoin coach also said, however,
that withhisbackficld combination
of runners Mike Popeo and Jim
LeClair, along with quarterback
Mike Kirch, the ball can be moved.
"We've moved the ball well
CBB continued on page 14

Equality In Sports

With the aid of great blocking, junior fullback Jon
Bartlett powers his way to one of his three touchdowns in last Sat urday's 43-22 thrashing of Middlebury.
photosby BobLian

